You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for ALPINE HCE-C155. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the ALPINE HCE-C155 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@Led inte ström till denna produkt via strömkabeln till en sådan komponent. The wiring and installation of this unit requires special technical skill and
experience. To ensure safety, always contact the dealer where you purchased this product to have the work done. aRRANGE THE WIRING SO IT IS NOT
CRIMPED OR PINCHED BY A SHARP METAL EDGE. Route the cables and wiring away from moving parts (like the seat rails) or sharp or pointed edges.
This will prevent crimping and damage to the wiring. uSE SPECIFIED ACCESSORY PARTS AND INSTALL THEM SECURELY. Be sure to use only the
specified accessory parts. Use of other than designated parts may damage this unit internally or may not securely install the unit in place. This may cause
parts to become loose resulting in hazards or product failure.
CONNECT LEADS PROPERLY Be sure to connect the colour coded leads according to the diagram. @@ hALT USE IMMEDIATELY IF A PROBLEM
APPEARS. Failure to do so may cause personal injury or damage to the product. @@@@@@@@Failure to heed them can result in serious injury or death.
A camera assists the driver by sending images to the screen showing conditions in view of the camera.
The camera uses a wideangle lens, therefore, there is a difference in distance perspective between what is normally seen and what appears on the screen.
Also, the images shown by the rearview camera are reversed, so as to appear the same as what is seen through the rearview mirror. Doing so may result in an
accident, fire or electric shock. kEEP SMALL OBJECTS SUCH AS BOLTS OR SCREWS OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN. Swallowing them may result
in serious injury.
(Check with your dealer if you are not sure. Bolts or nuts used for the brake or steering systems (or any other safety-related system), or tanks should NEVER
be used for installations or ground connections. Using such parts could disable control of the vehicle and cause fire etc. dO NOT DAMAGE PIPE OR
WIRING WHEN DRILLING HOLES. When drilling holes in the chassis for installation, take precautions so as not to contact, damage or obstruct pipes, fuel
lines, tanks or electrical wiring. Failure to take such precautions may result in fire. mINIMIZE DISPLAY VIEWING WHILE DRIVING. Viewing the display
may distract the driver from looking ahead of the vehicle and cause an accident. dO NOT SPLICE INTO ELECTRICAL CABLES. Never cut away cable
insulation to supply power to other equipment.
Doing so will exceed the current carrying capacity of the wire and result in fire or electric shock. dO NOT INSTALL IN LOCATIONS WHICH MIGHT
HINDER VEHICLE OPERATION , SUCH AS THE STEERING WHEEL OR SHIFT LEVER. Doing so may obstruct forward vision or hamper movement etc.
Arrange wiring and cables in compliance with the manual to prevent obstructions when driving. Cables or wiring that obstruct or hang up on places such as
the steering wheel, shift lever, brake pedals, etc. can be extremely hazardous. DO NOT ROUTE ELECTRICAL CABLES NEAR HOT OR MOVING PARTS
Route the cables and wiring away from hot or moving parts, and fix them securely to avoid heat/mechanical damage to the cable insulation, which may result
in shortcircuit, fire or electric shock. mAKE THE CORRECT CONNECTIONS. @@Do not tap into these leads to provide power for this unit. When
connecting the device to the fuse box, make sure the fuse for the intended circuit of the device has the appropriate amperage.
Failure to do so may result in fire or damage to the unit and/or the vehicle. When in doubt, consult your Alpine dealer. uSE THIS PRODUCT FOR MOBILE
12 VOLT APPLICATIONS. Use for other than its designed application may result in fire, electric shock or other injury.  NOTICE • About Care of Device
Do not assert any excess pressure to the camera or the mounting, as this could cause the camera direction to shift, or the camera mounting bracket to come
off.
To prevent the camera lens, mounting and cords from changing colour or shape, or from deteriorating, wipe with a chemical-free, damp cloth.
@@@@@@@@@@Be sure to connect the colour coded leads according to the diagram. @@@@Do not tap into these leads to provide power for this unit.
@@Failure to do so may result in damage to the unit and/or the vehicle. When in doubt, consult your Alpine dealer.
@@Do not connect it to other cameras. @@ for details , consult a dealer purchased camera , or car dealer. @@Do not use mobile phones and wireless
devices near the camera. Doing so may result in noise on the screen or malfunction. @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@Ů。 • • • 1 Attach the
camera A to the camera mounting bracket C using the hex screws D (see Fig. Determine the attachment angle, and carefully tighten the angle adjustment
screw. 4 Pull the camera cable inside the car through the hole made in step 3. 5 Peel off the adhesive seal from the camera mounting bracket and attach the
camera mounting bracket on the chassis of the vehicle. If required, fix the camera mounting bracket using self-tapping screws.  Attach the camera in a
position where it does not touch the number plate.
 Use retail touch-up paint to paint the surface and surrounding area when a hole has been made in a metal surface.  Waterproof securely the hole made
for the camera cable using a commercially-available waterproof tape or sealing material.  If necessary, use a self-tapping screw L to fix the camera
mounting bracket (In the case of a plastic mount area). Français 1 Attach the Velcro fastener (hard side) K to the bottom of the power unit B (see Fig. 4). 2
Attach the Velcro fastener (soft side) K to the floor, and secure the power unit B.  When attaching the Velcro fastener (hard side) K to the floor carpet, do so
without the Velcro fastener (soft side) K attached. Anslut denna ledning till den positiva sidan för strömmatningen till backlampan, eller ACC-läget. 連接到後
攝像頭。 B C 1 Secure the camera cable while referring to Fig. 9.
Attach the waterproof pad H with the waterproof pad adhesive sheet I, and secure any slack cable around the waterproof pad H using the wire clamp J. 
Ensure the cable does not get caught in the trunk, rear door(s) or any hinges.  The cable should go on the outside of car hinges and harness covers.  After
completing wiring, open and close the trunk and the rear doors several times to confirm the cable is not getting caught or rubbing anywhere. @@Connect the
camera extension cable to the rear camera.
@@@@Fix the lead securely to a metal part of the car’s chassis. @@Connect the lead securely to a metal part of the car’s chassis. failure to do so may
cause a malfunction. D Reverse/ACC Lead Orange/ white 1 Put the gear shift into reverse (R), and check the image from the camera on the display. 2 Loosen
the camera mounting bracket C and angle adjustment screw.
Determine the camera angle, and carefully tighten the angle adjustment screw. * The camera angles indicated in the figures are based on the specification of
the camera (see Fig. 7 and 8). The actual camera angle will be narrower after graphic processing.
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Français E Ground Lead Black Installation/Installation/Instalación/Montage/Montaggio/Montering/ 安裝 Check Accessory Parts/Vérifiez les
accessoires/Compruebe los accesorios/Überprüfen Sie, ob alle Teile mitgelifert wurden/Verificare le componenti accessorie/Kontrollera medföljande
delar/檢查 附隨部件 • Install the camera cable and RCA extension cable wiring away from the radio antenna and antenna cable. If they are too close, or
wrapped together, noise can result. 5m) B Power unit (Reverse/ACC/ GND: 1m) B Alimentation (Reverse/ ACC/GND : 1m) B Unidad de alimentación
(Marcha atrás/ACC/ TIERRA: 1m) B Netzteil (Rückfahr/ACC/ Masse: 1m) B Alimentatore (Reverse/ ACC/GND: 1m) B Strömenhet (Back/ACC/ GND: 1m) B
電源裝置（倒⾞/ACC/ GND: 1m) C Camera mounting bracket C Support de fixation C Soporte de la cámara C Kameramontagehalterung C Supporto di
montaggio della videocamera C Monteringshållare till kamera C 攝像頭安裝架 D D D D D D D Hex screw Vis hexagonale Tornillo hexagonal Inbus-Schraube
Vite a testa esagonale Insexskruv 六⾓螺絲 E E E E Hexagonal wrench Clé 6 pans Llave hexagonal InbusSchraubenschlüssel E Chiave esagonale E Insexnyckel
E 六⾓扳⼿ 1 Fissare la telecamera A alla staffa del supporto C utilizzando le viti a testa esagonale D (Fig. .
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